or transversal cusps and / restrict to the critical set 2(/) is injective", stated by J.P. Dufour [6] satisfies the conditions of the theorem and f^ ,f^ are stable. Otherwise / is not bi-stable since near / we have g with g(T,(g)) like figure. Observe that / has two tangent folds in the same horizontal line, but g no. Then / is not bi-equivalent to g, since allowed conjugations preserves tangent folds and diffeomorphism on the target preserve horizontal and vertical lines.
Examples 2 (Due to Leslie Wilson). -Let /:M -> R 2 be such that /(2(/)) admits a inscribed rectangle with sides parallel to the axes, see figure (*). Then / is not bi-stable.
Wilson's proof is long and we omit it. He also proves that the bi-stable mappings are not dense. However he observes that there exist closed curves C in R 2 with inscribed rectangles and such that all nearby curve have inscribed rectangles. Also Wilson's argument can be extend for inscribed circuit with sides parallel to the axes, instead of rectangles.
Example 3. -Let /:M -> R 2 be such that there is a triangule rectangle ABC as in figure (**), where A and C are images of tangent folds and BE/(£(/)). Then / is not bi-stable.
/(£(/)) (**)
The above examples and the theorem of Dufour give us a set of necessary conditions for the C°°-bi-stability. Are they sufficient ? Does exist C°°-bi-stable mappings if M is compact ?
The stability for divergent diagrams is very often applied to study family of manifolds and their envelopes, see [3] and [12] , stability of maps between foliated manifolds and restrictions of maps to submanifolds. We wish to introduce a notion of stability which admits a version of the Preparation Theorem, the global theory works and is natural with respect to the above applications.
The material is presented in three parts. In the first we introduce the notion of (//-stability, in the second a survey on the theory of globalization and in the third the characterization theorems of ^-stability for low dimensions.
All manifolds and applications considered are C°° and the notation is the usual in Theory of Singularities.
1. Some Notions of Stability.
/ is ^-infinitesimally stable if for a given w G 6 (/), there are u E 0 (M), t; G 0 (Q) and 17 G 0(7r) (TT : NxQ -^ N ^ the projection) such that :
Observation. -If ^ is infinitesimally stable, then / iŝ /-infinitesimally stable if and only if for given WiE0(/) and w^eOW there are ^G0(M), i;E0(Q) and 7?E0(7r) (TT : N x Q -^ N is the projection) such that : [4] , this is, there are nbhds V^ , V^ and V^ , such that if g E Vy, <^ G VĴ p G V^, ^^re 6^ diffeomorphisms h, A: <^rf C ^cA ^^r /2^ diagram below commutes
We wish to thank the referee for having pointed out how to suppress the hypothesis N compact, in the above proposition.
Finally we show that the ^-stability is not equivalent to the D-stability in general. Observations.
(ii) ^ is infinitesimally stable ; 
In the diagram take h = Id^ and fc(M , v) = (g(u) , v)
.
Take e : R -> R arbitrarily near the null application whose graph has the aspect shown in figure.
The equation ^-eCx)^ has two solutions (x^,x^) in M. 
Therefore
Remark. -In fact it can be shown that / is C'' (//-stable.
Envelopes. -Let X be a ^-dimensional manifold and take
where TT is a fibration and / restrict to the fibers Tr-^y) is one to one immersion. Following R. Thorn [12] we have a family of manifolds in R"" of codimension q, and the envelope of this family is E=/(2;(/)), with 2 (/) = {x E X/df^ is not surjective} .
The equivalence between families follows from that of divergent diagrams. Such an equivalence assigns the correspondent manifolds and the correspondent envelopes of the families.
The ^/-equivalence defined is weaker than the concept of divergent diagram, but it is still good enough to define an equivalence between envelopes, as we sketch below for families of plane curves.
Let ip(x ,y , t) = 0 be one-parameter family in the Oxy plane. Classically the envelope is given by elimination of the parameter t from the equations ^p(x , y , t) = 0 and ^(x , y , t) = 0. Take R <-^-R 3 -7r -^ R 2 , with TT(JC ,y , t) = (x ,y) and define X^-^O), /=7r/X and p : R 3 ->R by p(x,y,t)=t. p f Then the given family is R ^--X --^ R , with the envelope
If {p(x ,y , t) = 0 and ^(x ,y , t) = 0 are one parameters families in the plane, we say that they are equivalent if there exist diffeomorphisms h : (u ,v ,w) , k^ (w)) and ^3(0)=0. Observe that such an equivalence preserves the envelopes.
The (^-stability of TT in the restricted sense used here is equivalent to the stability of TT^ = 7r/<^~ ^O), and following Martinet [10] , this is equivalent to u-versality of ^p. Then the (^-stability corresponds to the versality as is studied by Bruce [2] .
For illustration consider r ' . R , 0 -^ R 2 , 0 an arc lenght immersion, see [2] -3-=5^ 0, such a singularity is a transverse cusp. These singularities are the only with stability, see [7] . 
^-Infinitesimal Stability and i^-Homotopy Stability.
In this paragraph, we will suppose M is a compact manifold. (where I = (-6 , 6) C J).
/ is ^-homotopically stable if every deformation of f iŝ -trivial.
Observation. -Let ^ be proper and stable, in the C°° Whitney Topology. Then / is y/-homotopically stable if and only if for given deformations F of / and $ of ^ there exist diffeomorphisms h , k and £ such that h(x , 0) = (x , 0), fi(z , 0) = (z , 0) and k(y , 0 ;z, 0) = (y , 0;z, 0), A, k and £ keeping level and such that the diagram below commutes. This proposition enables us to obtain the equivalence between the ^-homotopy stability and the ^-infinitesimal stability as we show below. ;=i dz, This is a finite set, see [4] .
PROPOSITION (Thom-Levine). -Let F be a deformation of f. Then F is ^-trivial if and only if there exist

v/ /
PROPOSITION. -Let Q ^--M --> N. // / is ^-homotopically stable then f is ^-infinitesimally stable.
PROPOSITION . -// / is ^-infinitesimally stable at p G M
We have 2,ny/-l (^)C U S n (/, ^)-x (>/ , q) as a (>^)GPf inite union of finite sets. Now we show that 2^ is closed. Take XQ EM-Si and let (^o ^o)=(/^)(^o)« Qven (w , w) E 0(/, ^ we have : The proof is achieved using a usual partition of unity argument and the fact that 2^ 0 ^" l (q) is a finite set. From proposition 2 we have that / is i^-homotopically stable.
